


CCrreeaattiinngg  CCoonnnneeccttiioonnss  ttoo  SSeerrvvee  FFuuttuurree  GGeenneerraattiioonnss

Sue Robertson, REFP

Dear Members,

Throughout our 86-year history, CEFPI has taken on many different roles, but our overall mission
has remained constant – improving educational environments for all learners. There is nothing
more important than supporting the futures of children everywhere with the best possible places

to learn.

Let me outline six initiatives that we will be working on this year: 

Governance: CEFPI is uniquely positioned to become a global organization, not merely a North
American association with international members.  Sharing information among colleagues through-
out the world will broaden all of our perspectives and create new approaches to planning.
Traditional approaches to providing member services may not be the most useful way to support a
chapter in India or Australia.  To tackle these issues, we are exploring new and more equitable gov-
ernance models that work for all members.  

Member Value: To increase member value, we must find out what members need.  New channels
of communication have been planned, and we will continue to enhance existing programs such as
our Recognized Educational Facility Professional (REFP) program and our advanced certificate pro-
gram.  My goal is that the value of CEFPI is compellingly clear to current and prospective members.

Innovation and Research: Research is a primary driver of member value.  The CEFPI Foundation
& Charitable Trust will pursue its mission of raising funds to foster research projects that are vital
to our industry.  We will focus our efforts on building stronger relationships with funding agencies
that will demonstrate through research the link between the physical environment, student per-
formance and strong communities.  

Communications: Communication must start at the local and chapter level and continue at the
international level.  As developments occur in the field, the technology platforms we are implement-
ing will allow for effective communication to occur among members.  Please connect with your col-
leagues through our blogs and e-groups.

Resources: Without resources – fiscal, human capital, networks and connections – we will not
achieve our objectives.  We are restructuring the CEFPI Foundation & Charitable Trust to further
align its mission with the council.  We are two organizations on paper only, and unity is strength. 

Policy and Advocacy: It is time that we become a stronger voice in government policy, as well as a
resource for regulators, legislators, and the executive branch.  With our new office in Washington,
DC, we have begun to strengthen those significant alliances.  We will launch a new and more com-
prehensive School Building Week program, which is destined to become the flagship event for the
council.  In addition to the well-established student design competition, local activities will connect
neighborhoods with celebrations of facilities, open houses, workshops, etc.

We have exciting opportunities to connect with a new President and Congress.  As I assume this
new role, I want to achieve the connections for the resources we need to accomplish our mission as
an association and the resources you need to do your jobs in a challenging economic environment.
I want to connect us to products and services that bring value to our members.  I want to connect to
the research so vitally needed to better perform our jobs.  And most importantly, I want to connect
you, the members, with each other as we continue to grow this association.  Together, those connec-
tions will ensure that CEFPI will serve future generations.  

Best Regards,

Sue Robertson, REFP
President, Board of Directors
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TALK ABOUT IT!
As you read and enjoy articles inside this
issue, make it a point to talk about it with
your co-workers and anyone involved in

educational facility planning. 

Please e-mail your comments to 
Sarat Pratapchandran at sarat@cefpi.org. 

Your feedback is important to us.
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In the morning when a child walks into a classroom, he should feel a sense of belonging. In simple
terms, this defines the world of “us-ness,” a concept that noted educator and new media expert, Prof.
Stephen Heppell says plays the most important part in designing a new learning facility. Stephen,
Europe’s leading technology guru, delivered the keynote address at CEFPI’s Annual World Conference
& Expo in San Diego in September 2008.

In a World of “Us-ness”
By Sarat Pratapchandran

In every way and sense of the word,
the concept of “us-ness” urges us
to change the world. In  Stephen’s

ideal world, “us-ness” happens
through conversations and acts of
helping people help each other.

As schools worldwide are
struggling to define professional
development…how does that relate
to “us-ness?” Are teachers literate

enough to understand the fast-
changing needs of today’s children?
Are teachers talking to children
about the quality of their learning?  

For those engaged in designing
and building spaces, there is a huge
challenge out there: how can you
build schools that are agile and
responsive to the needs of 21st cen-
tury learners?

As we stand at the cusp of the
first decade of the 21st century, we
are witnessing revolutionary tech-
nologies that not only bridge the
digital divide but provide a trans-
formative way to change learning
everywhere. We need to revisit the
way schools are being built.
According to Stephen, investments
in educating children on a per-stu-

21ST CENTURY LEARNING �
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dent cost basis could vary from
$8,000 in the United Kingdom to $60
per annum in Kurdistan but, build-
ings nor per-capita investment in
education alone will not make a dif-
ference unless we understand what
learners need.

Assess Children’s Needs Before
Designing Schools

Stephen advocates a critical
assessment of the needs of learners
before designing spaces. According
to him, the old factory model is
dead and today “we are competing
for children’s attention.” The power
of personalization to inspire every
child has taken precedence over
anything else. Learning is becoming
global and transcending geographi-
cal locations where schools are
housed. Communities that value
new trends and opportunities in
education are no longer taking
cookie cutter approaches to build-
ing schools.  We are moving rapidly
from the fast food era to gourmet
learning in terms of building
schools and the most successful
ones are being created with local
recipes.

Competition for children’s
attention is the biggest thing in edu-
cation these days.  Old school prac-
tices of inoculating children with
information are giving way to novel
techniques that engage them in con-
versations. 

In Stephen’s lexicon, mutuality
and sharing mark the triumphs of
21st century learning. Here,  chil-
dren curl-up together in an environ-
ment of collegiality, of friendliness
and shared strength. 

Policymakers Should Adapt to
Today’s Needs

From time immemorial, the
world of policy-making in educa-

tion has not changed. The bureau-
cratic delays, five-year and ten-year
plans, short and long-term
plans…Well, we do not have the
comfort of waiting to make lengthy,
time consuming plans and deci-
sions. “There are no more five year
and ten year plans in education as
the field is moving too quickly,”
Stephen adds. “It’s not like the
eighties.”

Policymakers should be deter-
mined and focused on cultivating
smart, happy children. They should
have a passion for learning and not
just make education a repository of
diploma mills. As an example,
Stephen describes a school in
Scotland where children play
Nintendo’s popular “Brain Age”
games twenty minutes everyday
before class begins. Will the “No
Child Left Behind Act” work there?
Perhaps, not.

Another myth that is being dis-
pelled is the amount of huge invest-
ments needed to create models of
educational excellence. The
economies of scale are gone and
today geographical proximity is not

needed to promote excellence.
There is so much “thinking out of
the box” going on in education
today that a one-size-fits-all
approach is diminishing. For exam-
ple, a tiny school in Australia is
experimenting with having its 11-
year-old students sit in class with
undergraduates. Meanwhile, a
school in England has shut down its
staff room and transformed it into a
“chill out” room for learners.

Long-term Planning is Now Extinct
With the advent of 21st century

learning, planning a school for 50
years is almost non-existent. “Why
not build a school for one month, for
five years?” Stephen asks. People
are now challenging the basic
assumptions of building schools.
Excelling schools are being built
into “little bases of learning” in
areas such as Iceland, Australia, and
Europe. According to Stephen,
about 7 billion dollars worth of
schools are now being built without
any corridors. They are being built
as open spaces in comfortable set-
tings for people who don’t need a

Children prefer personalized spaces in an environment of mutuality. Courtesy: heppell.net
___________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________

We need to revisit 
the way schools 
are being built.

_______________________________ 
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bell to move from one classroom to
the other. They will study in a world
of project-based, mixed-age learn-
ing; mutuality; collegiality; creating
a family and feeling of belonging.

Alongside, the world of con-
formity in education is dead.
Neither is there a world of uniformi-
ty, as individual learning styles dif-
fer. Instead, it’s again a world of
“us-ness,” a powerful feeling of
belonging.

Why do we want to build
schools that are still in the age of
conformity? Why do we want chil-
dren to listen to rigid regulations
that riddle the mind with a lack of
curiosity, inquisitiveness and the
capability to take on challenges?
Why?

Additionally, the days of mind-
less jobs in a heavily industrialized
world are fast fading. Robots now
perform the mindless jobs abundant
in industrialized nations. “We don’t
need mindless children anymore,”
he says.

Engaging Children Matters Most
Children should be ingenious

and they should learn to collaborate
among themselves. During the fac-
tory age, curriculum was delivered

Inside an 
“In-betweenie space”

Do you know what an “in-
betweenie space” is? This is now
the most important space that
designers need to consider when
creating buildings. It is a rather
interesting space between now and
not now and somehow needs to fit
in the design of the 21st century
learning environment. 

The in-betweenie space is less
pressured and more reflective – a
space where children take time to
reflect and respond to text mes-
sages, upload information on
Facebook, Tweeter…  These spaces
contrast with the old, synchronous
model of children sitting in straight
rows in uncomfortable desks. “We
have to build asynchronous spaces
for children living in an “in-betwee-
nie” world and that is a great chal-
lenge,” Stephen adds.

For information on this and
other innovative 21st century learn-
ing examples, visit heppell.net.

New technology is changing the way 
children learn. Courtesy: heppell.net

________________________________________



and wisdom was received. Sadly, in
several parts of the world this
remains the preferred method in
education.  

The “cells and bells” schools are
now confined to the last century and
don’t focus on creating exciting
places of learning. In these days,
engagement is the secret weapon in
education. For example, in
Thailand, family learning centers
are being developed; in Denmark,
there are playful spaces for children. 

According to Stephen, open
spaces in schools reduce crime and
incidents of violence. Conversely,
corridors and stairwells are prime

culprits leading to stabbing incidents
in schools everywhere. Planners
should craft multifaceted spaces that
promote collaborative work through
ubiquitous connectivity.

Learning in the 21st century is
electrifying, engaging and delight-
ful. “We are in a world where we let
children do it their way and cele-
brate their insight and wisdom.”

In 21st century learning institu-
tions, children can’t wait to show
parents what they learn at school.
The one-way delivery model has
met its own demise. For example, in
a school in the Cayman Islands, a
community is transforming educa-
tion by specifying what they expect
out of learners. They want learners
to be critical thinkers; problem
solvers and global citizens compe-
tent with technology. They also
demand that teachers be adaptable,
confident decision-makers and life-
long learners. 

In an extraordinarily competi-
tive world, Stephen believes there
will be a few small regions that are
frontrunners in 21st century learn-
ing. They will be “bright lights”

with the agility and the mutuality to
develop centers of learning. Parents
in these communities will work
together and they will listen to the
learners’ voices. They will work
with children in both good and des-
perate circumstances and build
spaces that personalize learning for
every child. �
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_______________________________

Planners should craft
multifaceted spaces

that promote 
collaborative work
through ubiquitous 

connectivity.  
_______________________________ 

______________________________
Sarat Pratapchandran is Director of
Resource Development at the
Council of Educational Facility
Planners International (CEFPI). With
two decades of international com-
munications experience, his articles
have appeared in leading print and
online media worldwide. He has a
master’s degree in Mass
Communication from the Walter
Cronkite School of Journalism &
Mass Communication, Arizona State
University and a master’s degree in
Communications from Kerala
University, India.

Children huddle together in a world of “us-ness.” Courtesy: heppell.net
___________________________________________________________________________________
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Sarat Pratapchandran inter-
views Prof. Stephen Heppell on his
views about 21st century learning.

What are five key issues that will
drive education in coming years?

1. The pace of change worldwide
2. Children’s ambitions as learners
3. Economic models that will

have children aspire for more
4. Globalization of learning
5. Realization that one size doesn’t

fit all

What new media will have sustain-
ing value in coming years?

Content isn’t king anymore. There
is so much content out there that
one has to figure out how to take
advantage of all new media. For
example, every minute almost 10
hours of video is being uploaded
on YouTube. You will tend to pick
a device that does more than one
thing and fits in your pocket and
not a desk.

User interactivity has been a pri-
mary driver of utilizing technology
in the learning process. Has it
improved? Are there new devices
making this possible?

We used to address user interac-
tivity by building systems that
respond to users’ needs. For exam-
ple, we may have a version of
Facebook on the phone that is differ-
ent in another device. Our focus
should be on building systems that
are agile and responsive to users’
needs.

What is the impact of technology on
early childhood learning?

We should move from an era of
passive technology to participatory
technology for children at an early
age. We do not want a world of
cyberpotatoes, instead we should
build a world of cyberathletes who
can make a contribution.

Name a few places in the world that
will enhance student learning
through an open, technology-driven
learning model?

There are some regions in New
Zealand, Scotland, Catalania,
Spain, Scandinavia and some
Australian states that are imple-
menting these models.

What is the role of the educational
facility planner in this process?
What can architects and designers
do?

Planners have to be proactive
and lead the discussion. They
should have a clear sense of what
possibilities they could have for the
learner.

What is your vision of the future of
global education? How do you com-
ment on differences in educational
styles in India and China versus
Europe?

Every school has its own con-
text and culture. They need to be
different and diverse. In China, for
example they value ingenuity, in
India it is conformity, in the United
States it is entrepreneurship. We
are now at the crossroads of global
learning.

In a world of sharing and people
helping each other, how can we
make buildings welcoming for chil-
dren?

We are in a world we haven’t
seen before in terms of education.
The old models don’t work, the
hierarchical models are long dead.
We have to develop a model of
mutuality and collegiality and this
is an affordable model. An ideal
teacher these days is a learner. The
best teachers are the ones who
learn best. 

INTERVIEW

“The best teachers are the ones who learn best.” 

Professor Stephen Heppell
______________________________________

_______________________________ 

We do not want a 
world of cyberpotatoes,

instead we should 
build a world of

cyberathletes who can
make a contribution.

_______________________________ 
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Nothing’s too good for those
sweaty Nikes. The
University of Oregon foot-

ball team keeps theirs in custom-
built wooden lockers, accessed by
entering uniform numbers and
thumb scans. Inside are ports for
internet and gaming connections,
along with ventilation – nice options
if you can afford them. But lockers
of this caliber are rarely seen outside
such select venues.  What options
are available for the rest of us? 

Most public schools have bare
bones models, if that. Locker-related
crises, usually involving contra-
band, have led some frustrated dis-
tricts to toss the lockers altogether.
Although such actions may be justi-
fied for crisis management, we’re
not convinced they serve students
and schools all that well in the long
run. If some students abuse their
desks, will we eliminate those too?

Lockers are often begrudging
investments, scraped from the bot-
tom of the budget barrel. This is
unfortunate for a number of rea-
sons, one of which is that they often
serve as the internal face of the
school: endless, grim sentries lining
mile-long halls. Alternately, they
may be entombed, a catacomb of
visual obstacles stuffed into inde-

pendent locker bays. School lockers
are usually relatively rugged, built
for abuse, and painfully loud –like
prison cells; close your eyes and you
can almost hear the clang of tin cups
rattled defiantly against the bars.
This fits nicely into a Cells-and-
Bells, or School-to-Jail Pipeline
model school, but how do we move
beyond that?

Options can be found in at least
two areas: 1. the lockers themselves,
and 2. how they are integrated into
the overall school design.

The Lockers Themselves
Primary issues of concern

include aesthetics, acoustics and
contraband. 

Aesthetics

1. Lockers on prominent display
in the school should visually
reinforce a positive image of the
school, or help send positive
messages. Wood lockers can be
beautiful, but can also be pro-
hibitively expensive. More eco-
nomical materials can look good
if well cared for. In all cases,
adequate maintenance is essen-
tial.

2. Consider using the lockers or
the area overhead for construc-
tive communication. Built-in
frames and display cases can be
used for student art projects,
lofty quotes or other positive
messages. Pro-social school
rules, such as “be safe, be
responsible, be respectful,”
should be hard to miss. 

It’s Time the Locker Got a Facelift

By Tod Schneider

Lockers are typically begrudging investments, scraped from the bottom of the budget barrel. Isn’t it
time we gave the locker more prominence as we build schools that make students feel connected to each
other?

EQUIPMENT �
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Acoustics

1. Solid plastic (high density poly-
ethylene, or HDP) lockers don’t
clang the way metal ones do,
and are readily available from
locker manufacturers. 

2. Rubber bumpers are often
incorporated into higher-end
metal models, or can be added
as after-market retrofits.

3. A single point latch eliminates
the noise that accompanies
moving latches, which crash up
and down each time the door
slams. The single point model
has no moving parts – it simply
slips through an opening in the
door. These are commonly
found with smaller lockers.

Contraband and Locker Removal
The biggest challenge involving

school lockers is their use for storing
contraband, especially weapons,
intoxicants, and leftover tuna fish
sandwiches. As custodians are acutely
aware, food can rot, leak or spill. Anti-
microbial coatings and even ventila-
tion systems can help address the lat-
ter, but for weapons or drugs, nothing
short of distance learning gets results
as quickly or easily as locker removal.
Unfortunately, that doesn’t mean it’s
the best choice for a school in the long
run; students may not enjoy lugging
overloaded backpacks around all day,
and their enthusiasm for school is
important. Some schools provide two
sets of books – one to keep in class,
and another for students to keep at
home. But can the price received for
scrapped lockers cover the cost of all
those new texts? 

There are some alternatives to
removal, drawing on Crime
Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED) fundamentals: natu-
ral surveillance, natural access con-
trol, territoriality, and connectivity as
follows:

1. Surveillance can be improved
by using lockers with transpar-

ent, polyethylene doors or
metal grilles.

2. In some cases, consider
installing cameras covering
lockers from above. 

3. Access control and territoriality
can be improved if schools
clearly retain ownership over
the lockers, allowing staff to
open lockers when they have
probable cause. Staff would
need to have master keys to
open these lockers, which
means the school should pur-
chase the padlocks in bulk and
lend them to students.

Location
The most significant locker-

location dysfunctions involve densi-
ty and placement. School hallways
typically serve conflicting functions
every 45 minutes – cattle stampedes,
storage pit stops and speed dating
all in the same time and place.
Locker bays mitigate the high speed
traffic, but exacerbate bullying or
other violence by providing visual
cover for offenders. Toss in adoles-
cent hormones and it’s a wonder
anybody survives unscathed. 

Thinking Outside the Box – Putting
the Locker in Context

To have a dramatic impact on
locker issues, we literally need to
start thinking outside the box, and

integrate locker design into the sur-
rounding environment. Conven-
tional hallways and locker bays are
often fairly bleak settings. But if we
think of lockers as components of
something more purposeful, we
might reap some benefits. 

For example, if lockers are sepa-
rated into small clusters – say, a
dozen – and if those clusters are
integrated into human-scale gather-
ing places, with comfortable seat-
ing, the students using those areas
might develop a sense of territorial-
ity. If small counters were included
– perhaps something like a breakfast
bar – teachers could use nearby
niches for informal conferencing or
pull-out activities. 

Acoustical foam tiles and lower
ceilings could take the edge off
nearby noise. Distinct carpeting for
each area could help define the area.
Pull-down white boards or cork
boards would further enhance the
area’s usefulness for brainstorming
or other joint efforts. Shallow niches
along hallways could allow locker-
users to escape the traffic flow with-
out becoming so isolated as to pose
a risk of bullying or other misbehav-
ior, and when misbehavior does
occur, administrators can focus on
one cluster without punishing the
entire student body. 

Use of mirrors, chamfered cor-
ners or internal windows could
strengthen natural surveillance over
these areas. Clusters abutting spe-
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cialized areas, such as adjacent to
rehearsal halls, gymnasiums or sci-
ence labs, could help students with
shared interests establish their own
sense of community. Students
requiring more supervision might be
assigned to lockers by the office,
while responsible students could
earn more select locations. If cafeteria
noise and overcrowding is an issue,
students could be permitted to eat in
their clusters in acknowledgement of
responsible behavior. Any opportu-
nity for students to make choices in
their lives is another step toward per-
sonal empowerment.

Ultimately, as 21st century
developments revolutionize our
concepts of school design, lockers
might be integrated into shared
work spaces – a dozen students
might share one or two office spaces
throughout the day, each with their
own locker nearby. These students
might spend much of their day out

in the community, serving as interns
or researchers. The locker / office
space might be merely a home base
they return to from time to time.
Most written materials would be
on-line, but each student might
need storage space for backup hard
drives, and ample power sources for
recharging electronic gear. 

Many of these concepts have
already been integrated into suc-
cessful schools throughout the U.S.
One example is the Cristo Rey Jesuit
High School in Minneapolis.
Planner and architect Randy
Fielding at Fielding Nair
International observes, “Cristo Rey
is a classic example of what can be
done in an impoverished, gang-rid-
den neighborhood if we focus on
inspiring students more than we do
on controlling them. Design choices
send powerful messages about con-
fidence and support, or frustration
and distrust. In this case, we went

for the former, and it has served the
community well.”

Ultimately, schools of the
future will need to find ways to
build connectivity. Students should
feel connected to each other, to
their teachers, to their schools and
to their communities. Every aspect
of school design should reflect this
philosophy. �

Students congregate around a “caterpillar” bench in front of a locker cluster.
___________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________
Tod Schneider is a safe school
design consultant, speaker and
trainer (www.safeschooldesign.com)
He  is a private consultant on
Violence theory and prevention,
Crime Prevention through
Environmental Design (CPTED), and
Safe, Healthy and Positive
Environmental Design (SHAPED). He
has been brought in as a consultant
by such groups as the California
Department of Education, the U.S.
Office of Safe and Drug Free
Schools, OJJDP, the Department of
Homeland Security, the Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory,
the Hamilton Fish Institute and a
number of school districts across
the country. 
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The King of Jordan’s vision for
education is resulting in inno-
vative projects for the coun-

try.  King Abdullah II wants Jordan
to develop its human resources
through public education to equip
the workforce with skills for the
future.  

Jordan has embraced the
national initiatives of lifelong learn-
ing, responsiveness to the economy,
access to information and communi-
cations technology, and quality
learning. These initiatives are
expected to create highly educated,
broadly skilled, adaptable, and
motivated citizens who readily
acquire new skill sets and access,
create, and share knowledge as
skills change. Consequently,
Jordan’s economy is expected to be
globally competitive.

The Education Reform for a
Knowledge Economy (ERfKE) Project

From King Abdullah II’s vision,
the Education Reform for a
Knowledge Economy (ERfKE) proj-
ect implemented by the Ministry of
Education (MoE) is expected to
modernize the economy through
four components:

1) Reorient educational policy
objectives through gover-
nance and administrative
reform

2) Transform education pro-
grams and practices to

achieve learning outcomes
relevant to the knowledge
economy 

3) Support the provision of
quality learning environ-
ments

4) Promote readiness for
learning for early childhood
education

USAID Support
The United States Agency for

International Development (USAID),
along with other world organiza-
tions, is supporting new schools and
renovations for Jordan’s ERfKE pro-
gram.  The USAID-Jordan Schools
Project (USAID-JSP) addresses
ERfKE’s third component and con-
tributes to the other components by
providing schools with ample space

that is safe, modern, and supplied
with effective teaching resources.
The project’s objectives reduce
classroom overcrowding, inappro-
priate rented facilities in poor condi-
tions, double shifting, and provides
capacity for increasing enrollment
rates. It improves places that sup-
port student-centered learning.

The USAID-JSP projects consists of:

• Recommending 28 sites for
new schools from 73 sites
proposed by the MoE
through criteria and assess-
ment

• Assessing and recommend-
ing 100 schools proposed by
the MoE for renovations and
extensions through criteria

Jordan Reforms Public Education to
Compete in a Global Economy
By Paul W. Erickson

Jordan is embarking on an aggressive education plan to compete in a global economy. The focus on pub-
lic education is transforming the way schools are being built in this Arab nation.

GLOBAL �
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• Designing, tendering, and
supervising construction of
all selected schools

• Planning and tendering of
furniture, fixtures, and
equipment

In the knowledge economy,
Jordan’s education system will
improve through curriculum quali-
ty and relevance, enhanced teacher
training, standards, community
empowerment, and digital readi-
ness.  It will become a national asset,
a source of national security, and
will shift Jordan to the status of a
developed country and a resource
to its neighbors. 

Planning Methodology
ATS&R Planners/Architects/

Engineers, CDM International, and
Consolidated Consultants of Jordan
are working with USAID and MoE to
realize the school project initiatives.
During the planning and design
phase, the project team implemented
a participatory planning process to
lead, guide and inspire stakeholders.
As the educational specifications
were developed, Jordan’s demo-
graphics, history, and culture were
researched; education leaders, prac-
titioners, and MoE officials were con-
sulted for design and space criteria.

Examples of student-centered
schools were presented to MoE and

USAID officials, and Jordan’s edu-
cational needs and facilities short-
comings were discussed.  Schools
were toured and practitioners were
interviewed for ways facilities sup-
port new technology and curricu-
lum.  Master schedules, space pro-
grams, and building concepts were
developed to accommodate current
educational practices and support
changing instructional approaches
for student-centered learning.  

Education in Jordan
The Jordanian education system

is grounded on human values,
rights, freedoms, and working
towards Arab unity. The education
goals prepare citizens to be faithful
to their religion, and loyal to their
country.  Equal education opportu-
nities regardless of sex, language, or
religion, is a priority of the
Hashemite leadership.

The MoE began implementing
ERfKE with a 4-year process of re-
writing curriculum for basic and
secondary education.  The new cur-
riculum encourages teachers to use
technology to broaden student
learning.  Helping students reach
their outcomes, teachers have free-
dom to select resources and vary the
order topics are introduced.
Teachers facilitate learning in lieu of
serving as the source of knowledge
and give greater consideration to
the student’s learning needs.  This
represents a paradigm shift in
schools, at home, and within the

community promoting on-going
life-long learning.  To support the
new learning model, new school
designs will be needed. 

School Types and Grade Levels
Jordan’s education consists of

kindergarten (1-2 years), basic lower
education (6 years), basic upper
education (4 years), and secondary
education (2 years).

Secondary education focuses
students’ strengths into learning
streams.  Students study in academic
and vocational tracks categorized as:

• Scientific

• Literature 

• Management Information I

• Management Information II

• Islamic Studies

• Health Education

• Vocational Education (con-
sisting of industrial, hotel/
tourism, home economics,
and agricultural branches) 

Site Selection Process
MoE’s priority for new school site

selections is to reduce school over-
crowding.  The project team, MoE,
and USAID developed criteria for
sites to best meet program needs.  To
quickly eliminate non-compliant sites,
the team created “Go/No-Go” criteria
which evaluated site ownership, abili-
ty to support 90% capacity at 2nd year
operation, overcrowding (>40 stu-
dents/classroom) and double-shifting
in vicinity schools, elimination of rent-
ed schools in poor condition, and abil-
ity to support at least 14 classrooms. 

A second screening level con-
sidered development cost, popula-
tion/enrollment, site size/configu-
ration, educational program/
design, utilities, topography/soils,
natural environment, physical adja-
cencies, and accessibility.  A third
screening utilized GIS (Global
Information Systems) computer
applications.  The final screening
was conducted with site visits.  

School Sites

distributed throughout

Jordan
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All sites utilized standard MoE-
established criteria to:

• Consider site topography
and zoning regulations

• Ensure pedestrians and
vehicles separation

• Ensure open sightlines and
building placement for
supervision

• Locate entry gates on a less-
er traveled street

• Locate facilities away from
electrical transmission lines

• Design facilities on a well-
drained elevated plain

• Design structural founda-
tions for future vertical
extensions

Integrated Technology
There is great emphasis on infor-

mation technology. MoE’s e-learning

strategy includes teacher training,
development of on-line curricular
and learning portals, the establish-
ment of Telecommunication Access
Community Centers in remote com-
munities, and modernization of the
learning process enabling innovation

and creativity.  New schools are now
connected to the internet or National
Broadband Network as a result of a
fiber optics connectivity initiative.
Computer labs are in schools, and
computers are available for class-
room usage. 

The new curriculum permits stu-
dents to access new technology and
apply it in learning.  New school
designs embed technology into the
curriculum, being accessible in all
areas.  USAID-JSP schools are
equipped with communications
cabling infrastructure for voice, data,
and video systems with grounding
and bonding for communications
equipment. School-wide paging/
intercom communications and elec-
tronic security systems are incorpo-
rated for a safe environment.

Design Concepts 
The educational specification out-

lined components for a “design
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Community meeting to discuss
school facility needs. Photo courtesy:

ATS&R Planners/Architects/Engineers
________________________________
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model” to fit into design concepts.
Since sites and topography vary great-
ly, the “design model” was created for
easy adaptation to unique characteris-
tics of each site.  Also, the “design
model” would be the new model for
all schools beyond this project.

The educational specification
components consist of kindergarten,
classrooms, specialty labs, adminis-
tration, student services, central facil-
ities, the knowledge center, building
services, and outdoor facilities.

The model supports flexibility
and different learning styles
through large group rooms, class-
rooms, labs, small group spaces,
student resource areas, integrated
technology, gathering spaces, meet-
ing rooms, staff development and
planning areas, and spaces for com-
munity use.  The model supports
traditional self-contained classroom
instruction, “rotation” of students
from room to room, and a variety of
learning approaches with various-
sized spaces.  Appropriately-zoned
learning and support areas incorpo-
rate technology access for a compre-
hensive e-learning environment for
students, teachers, and the commu-
nity.  With flexible and adaptable
learning spaces, Jordan’s education-
al delivery can develop and trans-
form into the future.

The model promotes safety
through codes, a healthy environ-
ment, and indoor air quality.

Architectural and engineering sys-
tems in the model address sustain-
ability, energy efficiency, low opera-
tions and maintenance costs, and
quality for extending useful life.
Fixtures, furniture, and equipment
designs support the curriculum, are
age-appropriate to the learner, and
are durable for long-term life cycle
cost effectiveness.

The new schools’ ground floor
includes spaces for the community,
administrative supervision, and
areas to support the curriculum.
Community spaces are located near
the main entrance so other spaces
may be zoned or closed off for securi-
ty purposes.  The designs are based
on “learning cluster” concepts
instead of traditional double-loaded
corridors.  The concept provides

classrooms around a student
resource area or team flexible learn-
ing area containing tables/chairs,
study carrels, and computer stations
for project-based learning, individual
and small group learning, presenta-
tions, and student assessment.  The
resource area is the “heart” that will
support Jordan’s goals and objectives
for the knowledge economy.

Staff planning areas, currently
centralized in schools, become small-
er decentralized units in the “clus-
ters” to support about eight teachers.
The staff planning areas, small group
rooms, conference space, student toi-
lets, and student lockers support the
student resource area and class-
rooms to reinforce student-center
learning.  The “clusters” support the
concepts of “rotation” scheduling,
interdisciplinary learning, pull-out
groups, project-based curricula, and
teacher-student mentoring.  

The “learning cluster” is on mul-
tiple floors, is stackable for economi-
cal construction and systems distri-
bution, and is easily adaptable for
each unique site.  All components of
the designs incorporate the “cluster”
idea which supports the national
objectives for new curriculum.

The kindergarten component is
self-contained in girls-only schools.
The drop-off area and building
entrance is separate from the
remaining functions of the facility.
Each kindergarten classroom sup-
ports 25 students and is located on

USAID-JSP Project “Design Model” for ERfKE Schools
Graphic courtesy: ATS&R Planners/Architects/Engineers

Learning cluster (Hetteen – Ajloun School)
Graphic courtesy: ATS&R Planners/Architects/Engineers
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ground floor with direct access to
outdoor play areas.   

The specialty lab component con-
tains the science lab(s), art studio,
vocational workshop, and computer
lab in a module that stacks on the
classroom component for design sim-
plicity, structural efficiency, and
future flexibility.  The post and beam
structural system permits flexibility
and interchangeability of components
to adapt to each unique program.

The administrative area is locat-
ed at the main entrance to control
visitor access to the building.  During
school hours, the main entrance is
the only access to the building.  This
passive security measure still pro-
vides a welcoming atmosphere.
Student services, separate from
administration, is on the ground and
first floor.  First aid is near the main
entrance for emergency access.  The
deputy director, guidance counselor,
and career center offices are on the
first floor for passive supervision as
well as student privacy. 

The central facilities serve the
students and community.  The
multi-purpose room, performance
platform, restrooms, and ancillary
spaces are located near the main
entrance for community use.  This
permits other building components
to be zoned for security purposes.

The knowledge center is located
on the ground or first floor.  While
used by the community after hours,
its primary purpose is to serve stu-

dents.  Located at or above the main
entrance and central to the classroom
clusters, the library in the knowledge
center is equipped for small groups

Project Example #1: Daheia Al-Ameer Hasan/Amman

29 Classrooms + 2 Kg / Grades Kg +1st-10th / Basic Girls
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and independent study to support
the curriculum transformation.

Building services are efficiently
located to support technology rout-
ing, mechanical distribution, electri-
cal systems, plumbing access, and
routine building operations.
Sustainable design elements reduce
the need for expansive building
service areas.

Outdoor playgrounds, assem-
bly areas, parking and drop-off
areas, and space for vegetation
serve the students, staff, and the
community.  Since Jordan’s school
sites are compact, the focus is on

multi-story concepts with up to four
levels and an efficient ground floor
“footprint” to provide for play
areas, parking, and vegetation.

Rainwater reclamation, north-
south classroom orientation, day-
lighting throughout, courtyards,
pervious surfaces, and natural ven-
tilation are sustainable features
incorporated in the designs.

The designs fit MoE’s objectives
for future vertical expansion with-
out impacting the core facilities of
the school.  The designs are adapt-
able to flat or sloping sites.  On more
pronounced slopes, multi-level

designs are provided with ground
level, walk-out, and additional level
on-grade access.

Promise for the Future
As the Jordanians prepare for

ERfKE with a vision for a trans-
formed learning environment, they
will add facilities and sites to
accommodate population growth,
upgrade existing facilities to sup-
port learning, and replace struc-
turally unsafe and seriously over-
crowded schools.

The school design, materials,
systems, and operations/mainte-
nance efficiencies will impact stu-
dents, staff, the community, and the
country in the development of future
leaders.  Choices made today will
impact Jordan’s vision for its chil-
dren. High performing schools will
foster high performing students. �

Project Example #2: Jabel Tareq–Zarqa

23 Classrooms / Grades 1st-10th / Basic Boys

______________________________
Paul W. Erickson, AIA/NCARB/REFP,
is president of ATS&R Planners/
Architects/Engineers, which is a
multi-disciplined firm specializing in
preK-12 school planning and
design. Located in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, Mr. Erickson has over
30 years of specializing in school
planning and design throughout the
US and in numerous countries inter-
nationally.
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Progressive teaching and learn-
ing can take place under a
tree.  This seems like an odd

premise to begin making the case
for more effective educational facili-
ty design. However, understanding
the notion that a student’s ability to
learn is not fully contingent upon
but can be shaped and informed by
the building in which that learning
takes place is the first step in better
school design.   

There is a case to be made for
the integration of the Project Based
Service Learning process and the
design and construction of educa-
tional facilities.  A growing body of
research supports the notion that
the formulaic educational system of
the last hundred years may no
longer serve the learning styles of
new and future generations. Their
cognitive processes have been trans-
formed by technology, which
encompasses much of their lives.
Global realities are rapidly changing
as we compete for limited resources
with developing countries. 

In this context, service learning
is a teaching and learning strategy
that integrates meaningful commu-
nity service with instruction and
reflection to enrich the learning

experience and teach civic responsi-
bility.  As such, PBSL has become a
prime teaching and learning strate-
gy in the educator’s pedagogical
toolbox, quite simply because it
works. 

Hands-on PBSL is one of the
most effective methodologies for
students to achieve mastery of cur-
riculum and development of citi-
zenship/leadership skills, regard-
less of demographic. 

A good project, based on real
world applications  conducted by an
enthusiastic facilitator, creates a
learning milieu in which students
take ownership of their educational
processes, become engaged and
interested, and learn how to work
cooperatively.  In essence, the
process is a reiteration of the origi-
nal methodology by which the
human being has learned over the
ages, however it has evolved to pro-
vide a global knowledge of the cur-
rent systems that surround us,
enhances the ability to use technolo-
gy, and highlights the processes by
which we live.  

As any architecture student
knows, the laboratory process creat-
ed by the studio environment is the
ultimate combination of learning

methodologies. The focused instruc-
tion of specifics offered outside of
the architectural curriculum comes
together within the studio.  The cre-
ative environment engendered in
the studio serves to stimulate a
global approach to learning where-
by the student creates at his or her
own pace and integrates the various
modalities of learning ultimately
evolving into engaging, effective,
and meaningful project based learn-
ing solutions.  This approach will
allow students to develop leader-
ship and citizenship skills.

Today, the built environment
and the natural environment are
becoming progressively inter-
twined. We now recognize the
importance of connecting with
nature through our building.

When programming is devel-
oped by which the nexus of project
based learning and the process by
which a building is conceived and
built literally becomes the educa-
tional process, then there is a true
dynamic of real world education to
be provided that is important to
participating students.    

As the world in which our chil-
dren are engaged changes through
the evolution of multi-tasking and

PROJECT BASED SERVICE LEARNING �

Educational Facility Design and 
Project Based Learning 
“The Real Connection”
By David L. Schrader, John Sole

The authors argue that Project Based Service Learning offers students a unique opportunity to succeed
in a technologically driven learning environment.
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technology, the teaching and learn-
ing process must also change.
Engaging students in their “real
world” community and involving
them in a process which ultimately
includes the mastery of core learn-
ing skills is an opportunity that
must be exploited.  Also, a signifi-
cant current learning outcome
should be to instill all graduates
with the ability to become stewards
of our environment. 

What better opportunity to
develop these skills than through
the building process?  We must also
understand that this is not simply a
one way process whereby students
are presented with powerful project
based learning opportunities by
educators and outside community
partners (including architects, plan-
ners, and designers).  Students can
and should be an integral part of
conceptualizing teaching and learn-
ing spaces during the charrette
phase of design.  If we know how to
listen, they are an invaluable
resource in this regard.     

The components that are driv-
ing this convergence of building
design process and educational
model created by PBSL are
described below. 

Historic Implementation of Learning
in Educational Facilities

The facilities in which learning
occurs have changed radically from a
national perspective in the last two
hundred years, yet the instructional
methodology has changed little. The
small-town or agrarian society once
provided the learning support and
community based programs of the
schools of the past.  Students left the
school house (church or community
hall) to go home to the farm or into
town to eat and carry on the business
of the day.  Recreation occurred out-
side and project based learning
occurred naturally as students were
educated “on the job” on their family
farms or in their family businesses.

This community based learning
process provided for two things; a
connection with the natural and

built environment, and a natural
project based learning environment.  

Evolution of the American
school house from the one room
structure capable of serving as the
community’s “hall” to multiple
learning spaces of approximately
the same size arranged in a linear
fashion along a hallway represent
the factory model growth as the
evolution of the educational facility.
From the mid 1800s and into the
early 1900s industrialization of
America was reflected in the facili-
ties in which children learned.   

The factory model of education
began to break down the learning

process into a digestible series of
formulas and programs centered on
reading, writing and arithmetic
taught in a module of time and test-
ed through a standard format.  In
such a learning environment, school
buildings also became predictably
formulaic.  The one-room school

house model was now
arranged in multiples
along a hallway and
those community
based functions previ-
ously offered through
the family farm, the
center of town, and the
natural environment
surrounding the one-
room school house
were repeated. Schools
began to integrate the
cafeteria, gymnasium,
laboratory spaces,

administrative and other support
functions. These functions allowed
each school building to become an
internalized microcosm of the previ-
ous mini-rural agrarian districts and
towns in which the one room school
house resided. Of course the repeti-
tion of these facilities represented
the modularity of the factory facility
and the modularity of educational
instruction program began to repli-
cate an individual’s function within
the factory. 

A movement is currently afoot
to splinter the congealed education-
al facility and to disperse the func-
tion back into the society in which it

exists.  Combinations
of community facilities
and educational facili-
ties as well as a few
start-up integrated
learning models are
beginning to break that
model back down and
integrate it back into
the community.  A
community model of
design would then
become critical to the
development of facili-
ties such as these in
order to adequately

support all aspects of the facilities to
be developed.  

More evident is the conver-
gence of the educational or commu-
nity facility with its environment
through the sustainable design
process.  A variety of initiatives (not
limited to LEED, CHPS, nor the AIA

A one-room schoolhouse
_______________________________________________________

Evolution of the educational facility in a linear fashion
_______________________________________________________
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Challenge 2030) exist to reduce our
dependence on our resources.  

Sustainable Design and the Lesson
It Teaches

Thomas Friedman’s recent
book, Hot, Flat and Crowded, defines
(among other things) the value of
education in the process of greening
our planet.  An argument is contin-
ually made for the importance of
broadcasting the knowledge base
required for mankind to continue to
populate the Earth harmoniously as
the population outsizes the volume
of food, fuel and resources for living
that our planet has to offer.  It is
more imperative than ever that the
students of tomorrow understand
our world in a more constructive
way because they will be the citi-
zens/leaders of tomorrow.  The old
methodology of learning by rote no
longer applies in a world where
children must problem solve
beyond the basics of the instruction
provided today through reading,
writing and arithmetic.  

Well-designed, contemporary
buildings function like living organ-
isms.  The systems utilized to run a
building similarly represent the sys-
tems existent in the human body.
Facilities incorporate Respiratory
Systems (HVAC), Nervous Systems
(the low voltage and electrical sys-
tems that run the facilities as well as
the DDC and other building control
systems), Circulatory Systems (con-
sisting of HVAC circulation sys-
tems), Digestive and Waste Systems
(water supply and sewer/ septic
systems) as well as the Skin that
envelops a building (the insulative
and skin system of a building con-
sisting of solid wall and glazed wall
systems).  These compartmentalized
systems are most thoroughly inte-
grated in well designed sustainable
facilities much as in the beauty and
efficiency of the human body.
These systems can and should also
be highlighted to provide the basic
foundation of buildings as teaching
tools for children.  Their similarities
to the building blocks of the human

body become the most dynamic of
teaching tools.  

The Community Based or Consensus
Driven Design Process

Our facilities have begun to
adapt the lessons represented by
current sustainable research.  As
previously described, designers
have accepted that our facilities
must minimize the impact that they
have upon the environment.  More
importantly though, the process by
which we develop these facilities
has increasingly become a commu-
nity based process. Designers
throughout the United States are
adopting the charrette process as a
model by which community con-
sensus is reached to integrate care-
fully executed designs that limit
the materials used and the con-
struction process required to
assemble facilities in which we live,
love and learn. 

Project Based Learning and the New
Student That It Informs  

The students of today and
tomorrow are a product of the tech-
nology that our culture has generat-
ed.  Technology has blurred the
lines of the traditional learning
process and has brought together a
multitude of learning styles no
longer supported by the traditional
learning process.  Multi-tasking uti-
lizing the various modes of technol-

ogy and wading through the
tremendous volumes of information
available through the streams of
data on the internet has reduced the

focus of the contemporary mind to a
point where the multiple, non-linear
capabilities of students in a class-
room no longer co-exist well in a
classroom of traditional learning
methodology (and more important-
ly has intensified the disparity of
learning capabilities).  

There are several outcomes of
this dynamic.  First, there is a reduc-
tion in the value of the formal stud-
ies represented by the traditional
educational system.  Second, there is
an obsolescence of the information
being taught as the relevance of a
specific element of learning
becomes one micro byte of data
available in the stream of informa-
tion from the net. Third, there is the
possibility of a reduced connection
with the actual environment both
built and natural that surrounds the
individual.  Fourth, the “one size fits
all” method of teaching has been

overshadowed by the understand-
ing that students learn in a variety
of individualized ways and so must
be educated in ways that allow for

Community based design process led by 
members of Schrader Group Architecture, LLC

________________________________________

Students involved in the Project Based
Learning Methodology

________________________________________

Community partners engaged in the process
________________________________________
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the full spectrum of multiple intelli-
gences to be addressed.  

John Sole, co-author, has been a
pioneer of implementing the project
based and service learning method-
ologies into the classroom as well as
connecting school design to stu-
dents, educators, and curriculum
via PBSL.  John has developed the
“Nine Hallmarks of Effective PBSL”
which include the following:

• Ownership  

• Higher Order Thinking
Skills  

• Engagement   

• The Physical Facility Itself
as a Teaching/Learning
Tool  

• Cooperation  

• Technology  

• Citizenship/Community
Partnerships  

• Fun  

• Mastery of Curriculum   

According to John, PBSL devel-
ops the following life skills critical
to the success of our students:  

• Critical Thinking  

• Teamwork  

• Making Hypotheses  

• Negotiation Skills  

• Working Cooperatively  

• Extension of What is
Learned  

• Using Multiple
Intelligences  

• Consensus Building  

• Problem Solving  

• Personal Responsibility 

As we begin to explore the
importance and relevance of other
learning methodologies in the future,
these elements of learning will be
applied to each of the concepts. 

The Nexus of the Building Process
and Project Based Learning

So, the concepts that have been
discussed include:   

• The evolution of the educa-
tional facility   

• The integration of sustain-
able design into the aca-
demic facility  

• The use of technology as a
cross cutting competency  

• The global implementation
of sustainability   

• The importance of Project
Based Service Learning as
an overarching educational
strategy to achieve these
concepts  

• The input of students as a
critical aspect of effective
school design    

At our architectural practice, we
have continually included the stu-

dent and community as part of the
overall process of conceiving a
school and community building
through the dynamic charrette
process.  We have integrated that
process back into the math and sci-
ence curricula and involved the
community partners in the design
process back into the classroom.
Architects, engineers and designers
on our teams play a key role in the
classroom to integrate the process
back into the curriculum, thereby
satisfying the educational require-
ments of that respective state pro-
gram.  Student participation in the
charrette process has also resulted
in genuine qualitative design inputs
and perhaps most importantly, the
students have learned while having
fun. They have produced real world
solutions to problems that far
exceed the personal.  

Students that learn to create and
integrate their knowledge base in
the same manner will be better
equipped to address issues impact-
ing our planet.

What better way to develop this
evolving educational dynamic than
to frame these skills within the
design and construction process.
The use of PBSL to integrate the
design and construction process to

Diagram defining the connection between educational methodology and the design of facilities
___________________________________________________________________________________
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achieve curricular and social out-
comes provides a methodology for
all students to perform at rigorous
academic and civic levels regardless
of demographic.  

Architecture and the building
process are a critical component of
PBSL.  When students are engaged
in and take ownership of their learn-
ing process, work cooperatively in
small groups and have exposure to
“real-world” Community Partners
and activities, prospects for success
in school and beyond increase expo-
nentially. A continued study of this
truly integrated learning and build-
ing model should be further consid-
ered as the divergence of the tradi-
tional educational process and the
individualized learning methodolo-
gies of today’s child, continues to
develop.  

This essay forms the basis of the
argument for implementation and
coordination of project based learn-
ing and the planning design and
construction process.  �

______________________________
David Schrader
As Managing Partner of SCHRADER-
GROUP architecture, LLC, Mr.
Schrader is responsible for the
firm’s leadership including planning,
initial design, management and
business development. For the past
seventeen years his professional
experience has been and is focused
on the planning and design of edu-
cational facilities.  His ability to cre-
ate a vision with his educational
clients has fostered significant suc-
cess for all involved including the
client, the design team and most
importantly the student.

______________________________
John Sole
John Sole is a Service Learning
Master Teacher, educational con-
sultant, and videographer.  He was
an educator in the School District of
Philadelphia for 20 years and the
District’s Service Learning Specialist
for 5 more.  Since 2004, Sole has
devoted himself full time to his edu-
cational consulting organizations.
Sole Productions is his video tech-
nology studio for visually document-
ing compelling student projects.
Guerilla Educators is a global leader
in providing the vital links between
educational facilities architects/
designers/planners and the teach-
ers/learners who use the spaces
they create.
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Students today expect to utilize
progressive technologies in
their learning experiences;

teachers are also becoming increas-
ingly aware of the important role
these technologies play in support-
ing their work. Generally, integrat-
ing these technologies in the space
should not be an afterthought to the
design process. On the other hand,
learning environments are spaces
with a rich potential for systems’
integration, a major component of
building intelligence. 

To respond to current pedagog-
ical practices, these systems should
be integrated in a manner flexible
enough to accommodate different
occupancy and activity patterns in
the classroom, to adapt to variable
teaching-learning dynamics, and
encourage individual teaching
instances as efficiently as team
teaching. 

Researchers at the Center of
High Performance Learning
Technologies (CHPLE), Virginia
Tech, conducted a study investigat-
ing issues related to integration of
learning technologies with architec-
tural systems in contemporary
learning environments. The study is
qualitative in nature, and focuses on
integration patterns of learning
technologies with the envelope and
the interior systems as they pertain

to occupants’ performance. The
research sample included twenty
five learning environments in four
Governor’s Schools in Virginia.
Teachers utilizing these spaces rep-
resent a diverse sample of middle
and high school science and tech-
nology teachers.

The findings were translated
into the design language in the form
of design patterns. The proposed
pattern language addressed these
issues by considering the question
of how learning environments can
accommodate a variety of teaching
modes and learning styles.  This lan-
guage is designed for communicat-
ing the research findings with mul-
tiple participants in the design
process. It was a broader goal of this
study to adapt this language to an
intelligent computing environment,
that supports the early design phas-
es of learning environments. 

The study investigated the per-
tinent research on integrated build-
ing systems, and discussed its posi-
tion in the intelligent design
process. Building systems’ integra-
tion took into account two major
considerations for establishing
building intelligence which are
user-based considerations, such as
users’ requirements, occupants’
effectiveness and productivity as
well as performance of the space,

whether that is thermal, acoustical,
visual or spatial. 

The study also reviewed the
major pedagogical models that are
practiced in learning environments
today and their influence on the
design of today’s learning environ-
ments. It also defined the term
‘Learning Environment’ with
respect to four major components;
the space, the occupants, the tech-
nologies, and the pedagogy, which
are also the four analysis units
adopted throughout the study. 

The study specifically
addressed the following research
questions that aim to understand
and interpret the performance with-
in learning environments when
learning technologies are in use.
These questions were designed to
inquire about the four components
of learning environments: 

1. Participants-by-Pedagogy: (a)
What are the pedagogical prac-
tices adopted by the research
sample? And, (b) how do these
practices influence decisions
regarding learning technologies
and the learning environment? 

2. Participants-by-Technologies:
(a) Which learning technologies
are needed to support pedagog-
ical models? And (b) what

RESEARCH �

Integrating Technology with 
Architectural Needs
By Sarah Elmasry

This qualitative study focused on integrating patterns of learning technologies with the building enve-
lope, interior systems and looked at how they relate to occupants’ performance. The research was con-
ducted across 25 learning environments in Virginia, US. The study was supported by the CEFPI
Foundation & Charitable Trust. 
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architectural decisions should
be considered for efficiently
integrating learning technolo-
gies with other physical archi-
tectural systems in the space
(the envelope and interior sys-
tems for the purposes of this
study)? 

3. Participants-by-Space: How do
architectural systems integrate
in a technology-rich learning
environment?

4. Participants-by-Occupancy:
How can the design of the learn-
ing environment support such
practices?

Research data were organized
and reduced into four correspon-
ding data matrices to reflect the
same components of learning envi-
ronments. Multiple data gathering
modes were utilized to establish
quality and rigor to the qualitative
data. Within patterns of technology
integration, four major themes
emerged; Accessibility and
Communication, Mobility, Position
and Location of Technologies, and
Modes of Use. 

Theme One — Accessibility and
Communication 

Described design patterns for
enabling or restricting accessibility
to some learning technologies
whether visually, physically or even
remotely. This was typically pre-
ferred for safety issues, to minimize
distraction, allow for more conven-
ience or higher comfort levels when

these technologies are in use.
Emerging patterns were; access
restriction for safety and mainte-
nance, physical access to fixed tech-
nologies, visual access to technolo-
gies, access locations and portals,
remote communication, and visual
communication between teacher
and students. 

Theme Two — Mobility 
Reflected teachers’ and students’

desire to be able to move freely dur-
ing teaching-learning activities. With
the availability of contemporary
learning technologies, there is a
strong potential to establish such
mobility due to the availability of
wireless communication. 

Theme Three — Position and
Location of Technologies

Primarily described patterns for
spatial performance when it comes
to integrating learning technologies
within the space. At the pattern
scale, it discussed issues such as
area of instructional wall, distance
and height of technologies, avail-
ability of space and designated loca-
tions for technologies, connection
between technologies, and con-
trolled lighting conditions.

Theme Four — Modes of Use
Reflected design responses to

patterns of events occurring in the
space with respect to how occupants
utilize learning technologies for spe-

FIgure 1. Areas of investigation
________________________________________

Figure 2. Available versus used technologies within the research sample
___________________________________________________________________________________

Figure 3. Example of data matrix
___________________________________________________________________________________
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cific activities. Specific patterns
were multi-use technologies, moni-
toring and permanent display. 

All emerging patterns offered
design decisions derived from pat-
terns of events interpreted from
collected data sets, and aimed at
developing a tool that helps
designers and other decision-mak-
ers in the early design phases of a
technology-based learning envi-
ronment.  

The study played multiple
roles in a participatory design
process, these roles can be
described as (a) the descriptive; the
study offered a description of the
current state of knowledge repre-
sented in data gathered from teach-
ers at their learning environments.
This data described the context of
the study as the first part of the rule
for pattern formulation. (b) The
explanatory; it also explained
design criteria and constraints for
integrating learning technologies in
the space, and how this integration
influences design decisions. These
decisions were primarily dictated
by teaching-learning practices in
the space (patterns of events). (c)
The prescriptive; it finally offered
design patterns for integrating
learning technologies with compo-
nents of the architectural systems
(patterns of space). 

A number of interpretations of
how teachers adapted their learn-
ing environments when learning
technologies are in use were
observed. 

Some Observations
Mostly, teachers adopting the

direct (teacher-centered) model of
teaching prefered the typical layout
of the room; where the teacher’s sta-
tion occupies the room front.
Consequently, they emphasized the
importance of the room front and
lock the location of the learning wall
and most of the learning technolo-
gies at this position. Some also sug-
gested the tiered benches for their
students seating, which might
restrict students’ mobility and direct

Figure 4. Theme One – Examples for graphic illustration of emerging patterns
___________________________________________________________________________________

Figure 5. Theme Two – Example for graphic illustration of emerging patterns
___________________________________________________________________________________
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physical access to other components
of the learning environment. 

Moving towards a more social
approach; teachers adopting the
direct-to-social model encouraged
further students’ engagement in the
teaching learning process; teachers
in this group engage group work in
addition to direct instruction.
Another approach among this
group of teachers was providing
students with real-world experi-
ences through case-based learning
activities. This group of teachers
brought openness to their learning
experiences through the space,
whether through the envelope sys-
tem and the openings within it
which offers connection to the out-
side of the classroom boundaries, or
by inviting teaching learning activi-
ties which take place outside the
space. In both cases, the learning
environment should connect to
adjacent open spaces or invite out-
door activities inside it.
Controllability for better perform-
ance for learning technologies was a
design issue for this particular case. 

Teachers adopting the social
model invited more flexibility in the
space for performing different
teaching-learning activities at a
number of levels; individual, small
group, or large group activities. The
space thus should be designed to
accommodate these diverse activi-
ties, connect to the outdoors, yet be
highly controlled to isolate the space
when needed for visual and acousti-
cal performances. 

How teachers involve learning
technologies in teaching-learning
activities is also highly correlated
with their individual preferences,
teaching traditions and habits.
Frequency and ease of use of each
learning technology are also major
variables. For example, some partic-
ipating teachers rejected the use of
the smart board due to issues like
need of frequent screen alignment. 

Visual, remote and direct physi-
cal access to learning technologies is
an important issue for the perform-
ance of teachers and students and

Figure 7. Theme Four – Example for image narration by one participant
___________________________________________________________________________________

Figure 6. Theme Three – Example for graphic illustration of emerging themes
___________________________________________________________________________________

Figure 8. Logic model for the research process towards pattern formulation
___________________________________________________________________________________
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their interaction with these technolo-
gies. Remote and wireless abilities
allow users today to move freely in
the space, which offers new poten-
tials for space layout and orientation
of technologies with respect to occu-
pants of the space; the most signifi-
cant change is discarding the tradi-
tional wide perimeter desktop sta-
tions which is space consuming and
with least flexibility when it comes
to the activity patterns. 

Design for human requirements
in pedagogy and technology driven
spaces essentially requires attention
to patterns of events occurring in
these spaces. Collaborative design
can be another way to gain a com-
prehensive understanding of how
these spaces operate and how inte-
grated design can support these
operations. 

This study investigated the
potential for integrating learning
technologies which are rapidly
increasing in importance for a suc-
cessful teaching-learning process
with only two systems in learning
environments. This is considered a
first step towards implementing the
concept of systems integration in
such active spaces while demon-
strating collaborative and intelligent
design approaches. �

Figure 9. Concept map of emerging themes and patterns
___________________________________________________________________________________
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Executive Summary
The Council of Educational

Facility Planners International
(CEFPI) and the US EPA Indoor
Environments Division presented
the first Healthy Schools Summit in
San Diego on September 29, 2008.
The summit grew out of a renewed
interest, passion and commitment
from industry leaders to build
healthy schools in communities
across America. 

The summit provided a venue
for individuals to communicate,
collaborate and put initiatives to
build healthy, high performance
schools into action. Fifty national
experts, whose sphere of influence
encompassed the operational,
environmental and societal com-
mitments to building healthy, high
performance schools, were select-
ed. They represented educational
facility planning, architecture,
engineering, unions, industry, gov-
ernmental and non-governmental
organizations, non-profit organiza-
tions and the media. The summit
was made possible through a coop-
erative grant awarded by the US
EPA Indoor Environments
Division to CEFPI.

Participants addressed the fol-
lowing questions: 

• What is already working
well in the realm of healthy
high performance schools?

• What are some examples of
successful programs that
are effectively designing,
building, operating and
maintaining healthy, high
performance schools?

• What can each participant
at this summit do to learn
from, adapt and apply these
lessons at work?

• What commitments can
attendees make to advance
the movement?

A pre-summit questionnaire
identified several opportunities in
the realm of building healthy, high
performance schools. This included
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HEALTHY SCHOOLS SUMMIT �

Every Community Needs a Healthy, 
High Performance School
By Michele Curreri, Sarat Pratapchandran

Wouldn’t you call it an achievement if all children in every community in America could go to a
healthy, high performance school? We believe every occupant in the physical space we call school
deserves the best possible environment. With this core concept in mind, the Council of Educational
Facility Planners International (CEFPI) and the US EPA Indoor Environments Division presented the
first Healthy Schools Summit in San Diego on September 29, 2008.  Here is an abstract of the discus-
sions that occurred at the summit.

Merle Kirkley, CEFPI and Deborah Moore, School Planning & Management Magazine
___________________________________________________________________________________
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legislative policies, advocacy, cost
issues and a host of other factors.

During the summit, participants
described their vision with regard to
building healthy, high performance
schools. Of great import, the group
concluded that steps to advance the
movement should include developing
better performance indicators for
these types of schools, engaging chil-
dren in climate change and helping to
make communities recognize the full
spectrum of education including stu-
dent performance and student’s inter-
action with the community and envi-
ronment. They also discussed chal-
lenges like cost issues, lack of knowl-
edge among constituents, lack of
incentives, lack of schools not being
early adopters to this change and ulti-
mately lack of leadership.

They identified the top five major
challenges they faced in building
healthy, high performance schools:

1. Community connection/
awareness

2. Lack of knowledge

3. Limited research/data/metrics

4. Cost issues/lack of incen-
tives/competing priorities

5. Lack of leadership

Working in small groups, the
participants identified solutions to
these challenges. Most importantly,
they also made strong commitments
to return to their communities and
share this knowledge with con-
stituents. The following report offers
an abstract of what was discussed at
the summit. The US EPA and CEFPI
strongly believe that interactive dis-
cussions among professionals in this
area will help in developing a uni-
form, baseline definition for a
healthy, high performance school. 

One important lesson learned
from this exercise was that our joint
efforts to bring people together to
work for a common cause yielded
results beyond our expectations. As
you read the following report you
will gain an understanding of the
knowledge developed by the group,
the methods they used to tackle chal-
lenges and the energy they created to
put their commitments to action.

Opportunities in Building Healthy,
High Performance Schools

A pre-summit poll revealed that
schools across the country have the
following opportunities to build
healthy, high performance schools:

• HR 3021 – 21st Century
Green High-Performance
Public School Facilities Act

• Rating Standards: LEED,
CHPS, Green Globes

• Trickle down effect from
municipal efforts in sustain-
ability

• Greater interest from stu-
dents in the environment

• Better understanding of
cost issues

• More advocacy for green
schools

• Positive media coverage

• Increase in states with green
and healthy schools Web
sites

• Healthy and high perform-
ance schools are becoming
part of the vernacular

• Resources from the US EPA
like Indoor Air Quality
Tools for Schools Program
and ENERGY STAR are
helping schools manage
their environment

• Greater involvement from
school-based organizations

• The escalation of energy
prices has led people to
think of new and alternative
ways

• Availability of grants and
other resources

• Research showing that a
better physical environment
aids in improving  test
scores

• Green schools caucuses are
being formed

• Several State laws provide
incentives and certification
mandates

• Costs and benefits are now
being documented

Michael Hall, Fanning Howey
________________________________________

Robert Kobet, AIA, Sustainaissance
International gave the opening address

________________________________________
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Our Common Challenges
There are numerous challenges

we face as we strive to have healthy,
high performance schools in every
community in America. Our com-
mon challenges are: 

• Money

• Limited budgets limit
change efforts

• Initial cost versus  long-
term costs

• Lack of knowledge/igno-
rance

• Influence not coming from
the right sectors

• Limited hard research

• Lack of incentives

• Availability of experienced
designers

• Lack of a belief in “green”

• Lack of criteria for evaluat-
ing impact on performance
and health

• Fear – will this make our
other schools look bad?

• Availability of cheap energy

• Lack of familiarity with
design tools

• Schools are not early
adopters

• Competing priorities

• Lack of leadership

• Status quo mentality

• Low bid

• Tendency to avert risks

• No clarity on what consti-
tutes a “healthy school”

• International life cycle
impact assessments need to
be studied

• Absence of key perform-
ance indicators that does
not allow schools to com-
municate better with others
involved in building and
designing healthy, high per-
formance schools

• Lack of connection and
strong involvement of the
community

• A highly balkanized issue
in which we need more fed-
eral leadership. Key per-
formance indicators are
coming from the federal
government. States should
take leadership in this

• Cross agency efforts among
federal entities must grow 

• Grassroots efforts are needed 

• There is lack of clarity in
communicating this issue to
the outer world

• A silo mentality should
change; barriers should be
broken down among institu-
tions that serve communities

The Top Five Challenges
We zeroed in on the top five

challenges: 

1. Community connection/aware-
ness 

2. Lack of knowledge

3. Limited research/data/metrics

4. Cost issues/lack of incentives/
competing priorities 

5. Lack of leadership 

Solutions to the Top Five Challenges

1. Community connection/
awareness 

As we branch out to communi-
ties where we have to “sell” the idea
of building healthy, high perform-

ance schools, there are several
strategies we need to adopt:

We have to involve  the follow-
ing groups in all our discussions:

• Students/teachers/principals

• Parents/ PTAs

• Business community

• School board,  superinten-
dent, school business offi-
cials/facility director

• Community institutions
(local government, civic
organizations, other educa-
tional organizations, NGO’s)

Participants should be involved
in a transparent process and efforts
must be taken to create public/pri-
vate partnerships. They should have
a shared vision and strive to break
down  barriers.   Besides, partici-
pants should engage in sharing best
practices, establish peer to peer net-
works and school districts should
make efforts to find a champion in
their districts.

2. Lack of knowledge

Where does it exist? The lack of

Darryl Alexander, American Federation 
of Teachers

________________________________________
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knowledge exists in the community,
teachers, school district leaders,
maintenance and operations person-
nel, and governing agencies (such as
the governor, state representatives,
building departments, Department
of Education, and state energy
offices). This is pretty daunting and
those engage in building schools
must come up with ways to educate
the public. A few solutions are:

• Emphasize that the lifecycle
cost is more important than
initial costs

• Research is available; not
being disseminated to public

• Adults need to be educated
more than kids

• Target policymakers in states

3. Limited research/data/metrics

Areas we need to concentrate
on are:

• Energy

• Acoustics

• Indoor  Environmental
Quality – what you meas-
ure and what impact it has 

• Student attendance

• Occupant health

• Achievement – how are stu-
dents performing in better,
healthier learning environ-
ments?

4. Cost issues/lack of incentives/
competing priorities

Schools should look at debt
service, alternate sources of financ-
ing including short-term bonds, per-
formance contracts or tax exempt
lease purchase programs. 

5. Lack of leadership 

Several strategies were dis-
cussed including advocacy, federal
legislature initiatives and other
areas. �

Katy Hatcher, US  EPA ENERGY STAR
________________________________________

Christina Lighthall, Wake County 
Public School System

________________________________________
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Designing Personalized Spaces That
Impact Student Achievement
By Randy Fielding

CRISTO REY JESUIT HIGH SCHOOL | CASE STUDY �

Yes we can!” Those famous
three words of the Obama
campaign could serve as the

theme for the culture of hope and
excellence at the Cristo Rey Jesuit
High School. Many of the students
arrive in the 9th grade with reading
and math skills at an early elemen-
tary school level. Others lack the
basic life skills to look an adult in
the eye, shake hands, dress neatly,

and show up for school and work
on time. The kids come from all
across Minneapolis, many from
gang-dominated neighborhoods. 

The school is part of the Cristo
Rey Network, featured in a 60-
minute documentary and in
Newsweek. The network has trans-
formed the graduation rate in
under-performing neighborhoods
from 20 percent to over 90 percent.

“

Students collaborating in the 
Freshman Academy during the morning 

independent learning block.
________________________________________

Drawing from Plato’s concept of the “Agora” meaning marketplace
in Greek, the Cristo Rey Jesuit High School offers highly personal-
ized learning spaces in a truly communal setting.
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Each student has a corporate intern-
ship, coordinated by Cristo Rey, and
spends one to two days per week off
site, honing professional skills. 

Four students share one full-
time internship, and the income
funds more than 70 percent of the
tuition. The 500-student
Minneapolis school is personalized
through division into four 125-stu-
dent academies. A rigorous academ-
ic emphasis is rounded out through
an athletic program made possible
by collocation with the Colin Powell
Youth Leadership Center. 

Each commons has natural light
and open vistas to the city on the
east. Learning Suites on the West
open with glass overhead doors to
the commons, allowing a clear vista
from east to west, and offer a sense
of light and openness to the largely
interior commons.

Not A Citadel
In colder climates like

Minneapolis, it’s a stretch to ask
inhabitants during winter to navi-
gate outside between academies and
shared resources. Compact buildings
are efficient connectors and they
minimize heat loss. However, they
are more “Citadel-like” than a cam-
pus of individual buildings often
enjoyed in warmer climates. At
Cristo Rey, a combination of project-
ing bays and the curvy Agora break
down the Citadel massing to a more
personal scale.

The Agora: A Connector That’s Not a
Corridor

At Cristo Rey, we took a cue
from Plato, who refers to the city
and public marketplace as the most
vibrant centers for learning
(“Agora” means marketplace in
Greek). Unlike the smaller common
areas in each academy, the Agora is
a more public realm, connecting all
of the learning communities, the

Colin Powell Center, and the public
itself. The space was designed to
accommodate project work, local
artwork, student-run incubator busi-
nesses, project displays, and a cafe.

Why 125-student Academies?
In wealthier districts, with high

test scores and graduation rates, the
value of small learning communities
is less obvious. However, in lower

Students enjoy step dancing in the “Agora,” a
curving public commons that connects the Cristo
Rey Learning Communities to spaces shared with
the Colin Powell Youth Leadership Center, includ-

ing a 500-seat auditorium, a gymnasium with four
competition courts, a full teaching kitchen, and a

cafe that spills out into the Agora.
________________________________________

Site Plan Concept Sketch
___________________________________________________________________________________
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income areas with at-risk students, a
secure, family-like community is a
foundation for improved learning
outcomes. The Fielding Nair
International’s design experience
with personal learning communities
extends over two decades. We drew
from past successes such as Avalon
School in St. Paul, and Harbor City
International School in Duluth,
Minnesota. Our anecdotal experience
reviewed research that goes back for
four decades. For instance, in her
research on Brazilian tribal culture,
anthropologist Jane Goodall, In the
Shadow of Man, writes about the criti-
cal size of 60-70 person groups for
maintaining a cohesive unit. Malcolm
Gladwell, in The Tipping Point, writes
about professional learning commu-
nities with a maximum number of
150 people “for a group to function
efficiently and happily.”

Structure & Freedom
The transition from a culture of

isolated classrooms to an interdisci-

plinary and project-based pedagogy
is sometimes a battleground. Lines
are often drawn between the chaotic,
ill-defined open classroom of the
seventies and the rigidity of the tra-
ditional classroom. The best solution
may lie somewhere in between. For
Cristo Rey, a mix of seminar rooms
for enquiry-based learning, studios
for collaborative, interdisciplinary,
and project-work, and an active com-
mons fosters both structure and free-
dom.

Learning Studios &
Learning Suites

Mention the word “classroom”
and many students think of long
days of captivity, waiting for the
bell. A “Studio” brings to mind an
active, project-based environment
where students take more responsi-
bility for their use of time and learn-
ing. One might build something in a
studio, or rearrange the tables, or
capture a corner or bay and make it
their own for a particular project.

Put two studios together and
you get a Learning Suite. Students
at Cristo Rey call the Learning Suite
in the freshman academy the

Students participate in a math graphing exer-
cise in the common area, after a 20-minute

introductory lecture in a smaller adjacent
learning studio. The commons is also valuable

for theme-based, interdisciplinary sessions,
where Social Studies, English, Science and

Math advisors collaborate to integrate topics
that authentically engage students.

________________________________________
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“Garage” because of the large glass
overhead “garage” door into the
commons. This is one of the best
liked spaces in the school, because

of its spaciousness and flexibility.
When opened, it can accommodate
the entire learning community in a
meeting or presentation. One
“teaching wall” has a large pull
down screen and a solid, angled
ceiling overhead to improve
acoustics for presentations.

High Tables, Low Tables, 
and Soft Seating

Look across a prison or school
cafeteria and you are likely to see
rows and rows of hard chairs or
benches, all at uniform height. In
contrast, your favorite restaurant or

coffee shop probably has booths
and tables of varied sizes. Having
visited coffee shops around the
world, ranging from Starbucks in
Abu Dhabi to The International
Café in Prague, it’s apparent that
these informal, varied spaces have
become vital work centers in the
global economy. We surveyed stu-
dents on environmental prefer-
ences, and respondents invariably
selected these coffee shop-like envi-

Final Upper Level Plan
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Advisor led breakout groups in a learning studio.
________________________________________

The “Garage” Learning Suite
________________________________________

Serving kitchen and high tables; couches and
upholstered chair groupings can be found

around the corner.
________________________________________

_______________________________

At Cristo Rey, students
and advisors meet, eat,

work collaboratively
and independently in
the cafe/commons. 

_______________________________ 
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ronments for both independent and
collaborative work ambience. 

Lockers and Open Closets in Small
Family-like Goupings

We all need to feel connected to
the people immediately around us,
and we want to be able to visually
survey who is coming and going.
Long rows of metal lockers along

corridors fail to meet our most basic
needs for territory and space. It’s
uncomfortable to have one’s back
facing a corridor while digging into
a locker. In the noisy traffic flow, it’s
a poor environment for socializing.
At Cristo Rey, small family-like
groupings of lockers and open clos-
ets are distributed in each academy.
Locker or “cubbies” are large
enough to store a purse, Ipod and
books. The open closets, shelves and
hooks adjacent are intended for
backpacks, coats, and athletic bags.

Building a Culture of Excellence – 
an Ongoing Mission

Cristo Rey’s Principal, Dr.
Kristine Melloy, helped to plan the
school while serving as a tenured
professor in the University of St.
Thomas College of Education. She
agreed to take a leave of absence to
launch the school and get it on its
feet along with the school’s present,
Rev. David Haschka. 

After the first year, Kristine
realized that the development of a
new school culture was a multi-year

commitment, and left St. Thomas to
give Cristo Rey her full commit-
ment. It’s an unusual story to see an
educator leave a tenured position to
become a high school principal. It’s
just that kind of commitment that is
needed to build a culture of excel-
lence that will grow into the new
facility. 

When I visit Cristo Rey, I can
hear Kristine, Rev. Haschka, her
dedicated group of advisors, and
the students all saying “Yes we
can!” �

________________________________
Randy Fielding is the design director
of Fielding Nair International, archi-
tects and change agents for creative
learning communities. He is also the
founder and creative director of
designshare.com and a winner of the
Planner of the Year Award from
CEFPI.

Students perform at a building 
dedication in 2007. 

_________________________________________
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